4th San Francisco
Sex Worker
Film and Arts Festival

May 1st-8th,
2005

Presented by COYOTE, SWOP and ISWFACE
Festival Director: Carol Leigh (AKA Scarlot Harlot)
Associate Producer: Erica Berman
Sponsored by the Center for Sex and Culture, Lovings.com, Media Alliance, On Our
Backs, Good Vibrations, Dee Dee TV, Spectator.net, Coalition on Prostitution/San
Francisco Womens Centers, the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, Inc., The M & M
Fund, TrannyFest, Tranny Talk TV, Californians for Privacy, Film Arts Foundation,
Femina Potens, Spectator.net & ArtSFest

Roxie Movies
May 6th & 7th All Day till 2 AM
www.sexworkerfest.com

Single Movie $8; Single Day Movie Passes $25, Festival Movie Passes $40; Festival Events Passes
(not including movies) $50; Festival All Entry Discounts (includes movie & events pass) $80.
Whore College • Parties • Performances • Vendors • Politics • Harm Reduction Forum
Opening Party & Art Exhbit May 1st; Grand Finale Burlesque Show May 8th (see backpage for all events)

Call 415-751-1659 for info
Roxie Cinema 3117 16th St. San Francisco CA, and other locations

4th SF Sex Worker Film & Arts Festival A

Live, in Person from New
Orleans, Jeanette Maier,
The Canal Street Madam!

2 PM Friday, May 6th, Dance Hall Queens
Storyville Memory

Amy Greenfield
Camera-Michael Petshaft; Additional Camera: Andrea Berman (work-in-progress)
The Museum of Modern Art mounted a retrospective of Amy Greenfield's films, heralded in the New York
Times as one of the most important proponents of experimental film and video dance. Bonnie Dunn, whose
persona draws inspiration from the women of the Storyville red light district, evokes both the magic and pain
of a dark childhood. (3 min. -2005)

Baby's Bedroom Rosy Boyer

Everyone seems to have a different idea of what makes baby happy. (4:30 min 2003)

Jeanette has appeared on 48 hours,
Oprah and other shows. The Madams’
Family with Ellen Burstyn portrays the
‘Keystone Cop’ debacle of the FBI’s misdirected campaign against Jeanette and
her family, including mom on the right.

Robyn Few, SWOP

Hart, Schnell, und Schon ("Hard, Fast &
Beautiful")

Director, Director of Photography and Editor: Machiko Saito
Producer: Pro Dom Productions
Racy inter-racial romps thru a frantic female psyche rapidly collide
inside hard-hitting techno-erotic beats of Berlin and San Francisco.
(7:11 min.-2003, Berlin and San Francisco)

Dancehall Queen

Producer: Carolyn Pfeiffer, Carl Bradshaw
Director: Don Letts, Rick Elgood
Starring: Audrey Reid, Paul Campbell, Carl Davis, Mark Danvers
Join us for the festival launch with this twist on Cinderella as a b-girl, an
obscure sex worker favorite. Emerging from the context of child abuse,
poverty and sexism, a poor Kingston street vendor, the principal breadwinner for her struggling family, finds new vitality after realizing she can make
a living with a little make-up, fabulous clothes and booty shaking. She may
also be able to win the lucrative dancehall contest! Fun, entertaining and
gritty, a reggae/dancehall-fueled, original musical drama shot on location
in Kingston, Jamaica. Music by Beenie Man, Marley Girls, Frisco Kid,
Black Uhuru. Curated by Fabulous. (96 min.-1997)

4 PM Friday, May 6th, Our Health, Our Lives
Gag Rules

Producer: Teresa Dulce; Director: Joanna Berton Martiniez
Director of Photography: Tina Gordon
Gag Rules is a collection of community members taking 3 minutes to discuss
health, drugs, art and family in the most public of forums, City Hall. Hookers.
Clowns and safe anal play included. Dulce is founder of Danzine, Portland,
Oregon based harm reduction/sex worker project.(15 min-2005)

Our Life Saving Vinegar

Producer: Collective of Sex Workers
and Supporters (COSWAS)
Director: Zita Jeng
Producer: Collective of Sex Workers and
Supporters (COSWAS), Taiwan
Many people may at some point of their middle-age life need to
change their careers Perhaps the difference lies in when and how they
would do it. It could be a great opportunity for some but for others, it
could be a painful choice which they have to make due to economic
pressures. The subject of this film is a group of ex-licensed prostitutes
living in Taipei City, Taiwan today. They belong to a workers support and advocacy organization, known as
COSWAS - Collective of Sex Workers and Supporters. Their work as prostitutes is illegal. So under very difficult and harsh circumstances and with such little resources, how can this group of courageous women make
use of their skills and knowledge to create a second chance for themselves? (25 min.-2005)

i spy love

Norma Jean Almodovar

Norma Jean was a traffic cop, after suffering a back injury with lack
of support from her employers, the LAPD, she launched a career
as a high-priced call girl. Very creative and sensitive to the
hypocrisies surrounding her, Norma Jean began writing a book
about her saga and the police corruption which the Los Angeles
Police did not want published. A 60 minutes expose showed that
the LAPD had so vigorously pursued the arrest and incarceration"
of Norma Jean Almodovar solely because her book "held the
department (LAPD) up to public ridicule."

A Brief History of Measure Q-Tom Noonan -

Filmmaker in Person!
This video traces efforts by the ballot initiative in Berkeley
launched by SWOP (Sex Worker Outreach Project). Measure Q
promoted decriminalization of prostitution on a statewide basis,
reducing violence against sex workers. The campaign sought to
heighten awareness of this violence. (30 min-2004)

Hand Relief

Janelle Fawkes - Filmmaker In Person!
In Hand Relief Australian brothel based sex workers discuss their experiences and work- from body image,
gender politics, condoms and nappies to leading double lives. Janelle Fawkes is an Australian sex work
activist/performer/artist working on sex worker rights. (16 min.-2004, Australia)

10 PM Friday, May 6th, Carol Queen, Live in Multi-media
Performance of ‘Peep Show’
Go behind the scenes at the pre-union Lusty Lady Theatre
with Carol Queen, who worked there as Minx Manx in 1990!
In her solo spoken word piece Peep Show she introduces you
to her colleagues in tall boots and blonde wigs and to a few of
her most notable customers as she found her calling (and her
exhibitionistic self) in the Private Pleasures booth, where anyone could come to Talk To A Live Nude Girl! Carol Queen is
the author of Exhibitionism for the Shy, Real Live Nude Girl,
and The Leather Daddy and the Femme and the co/editor of
seven other books. She's the director of the Center for Sex &
Culture and the staff sexologist at Good Vibrations.

12 AM, Midnight Friday, May 6th,
Local Queer/Fetish Porn, Sex Art, Sex Ed, Erotica & Smut

The Bay Area has one of the most sophisticated porn industries in the world, producing sometimes educational, sometimes transgressive and sometimes lucrative porn. This showcase features excerpts from the most exciting queer and fetish
movies by our neighbors including clips from Lavendar
Lounge, Raging Stallion, Titan, New School of Erotic Touch,
Cleo Dubios, Sir Video, Libido, Good Vibrations and more!

kevin@LOVEspace.org
Traveling around India on a sensual odyssey, little Kevin makes a pitstop at the tailend of a camel festival.
Trying to get over the hump, as it were, Kevin finds himself turned into an unwitting "john" who is seduced,
satisfied, and set up for extortion at the hands of caring conmen and those who love them. (15 min. 2005)

Chellamma

B. SivaKumar-Filmmaker in person!
180' creators U.S. Premiere
The journey of life takes everyone to various destinations. For Chellamma it takes her from the idyllic village
life to the small town. From the periphery town, circumstances take her to the bustling metropolis. The external world affects her and in turn molds her outlook along the tumultuous journey. Chellamma realizes the
meaning of her own existence from the quagmire of what is left of her life. She rises above her immediate situation to touch other lives. Chellamma is a testimony to the unaffected goodness which is inside all of us and
a salute to the human optimism, which is what life is all about. (55 min.-2004, 35 mm, DVD, India)

6 PM Friday, May 6th
The Sacred Prostitute

Kenneth Ray Stubbs, Ph.D.,
Secret Garden PublishingWest Coast Premiere This documentary
takes us into the world of the ancient and modern sacred sexuality
teacher/healer/ceremonialist, a world where sexual energy is a catalyst rather than an obstacle in the spiritual quest - a world where "sexual" and "spiritual" are intrinsically the same. Known today sometimes
by such names as "sacred intimate," "tantrika," "daka/dakini," "sexual
healer," "sacred whore," "tantra teacher," or "sexual shaman," women
and men in contemporary versions of the sacred prostitute present
their lives and their evolution into a role that would have been revered
in many ancient and not-so-ancient cultures. Presenters include a
Tibetan Buddhist lama, a rabbi, a Native American shaman, a porn
star, an African Nubian-Khamite, a sex worker rights activist priestess
and an Episcopal priest. (90 min.-2004)

8 PM Friday, May 6th Cops, Condoms and Handcuffs:How
the Bush Administration Spends Taxpayer Dollars Arresting
Prostitutes Under the Guise of Fighting Terrorism

This panel of live presentations and video clips highlights recent cases against women who have been targeted by our state and federal governments. From Keystone Cops to conspiracy theories, these stories and
videos will reveal sordid corruption, bizarre misconduct and general waste of your taxpayer dollars!
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Robyn launched the Berkeley Ballot Initiative for decriminalization and revitalized
the US sex workers rights movement.She was originally a medical marijuana
activist who aroused the ire of the Feds when they were frustrated in their efforts
to target the medical marijuana community.

Tie Me Up!
Cleo Dubois
Passionate Bondage Play, Tips & Torments
Tie Me Up! takes a passionate and serious, yet playful look at
the many faces of physical restraint. Watch Cléo access deep feelings with masochistic tease, Jana. Explore
the ambivalent resistance of Jack. Enjoy a playful interchange of fetish/fear/turn-on with the lovely "girl next
door," Alexis. (2005)

Anal Massage for Relaxation and Pleasure; Anal Massage for Lovers

Director: Chrys Curtis-Fawley
Producer: Joseph Kramer, Ph.D., New School of Erotic Touch
DVD1: The world’s first comprehensive training taught and demonstrated by the masters. DVD2: Integrate
anal massage into your lovemaking. Expand pleasure, deepen intimacy
and build trust. (2004-5)

Arcade Trade

Samara Halperin
A nasty, romantic, experimental queer porn shot on bicycles, skateboards, bathrooms, and rooftops on a daylong date in downtown San
Francisco. ARCADE TRADE was made for the price of one videotape,
two beers, a bag of mini-doughnuts and a hot dog. (7 min.-2004)

12 PM, Noon, Saturday, May 7th
Feminism Gone Wild!

Big Hard Meat; Why I became a Vegetarian Dyke

Tina Butcher
A web intervention piece exploring the boundaries of art vs. porn. In this piece I sexualize the destruction and
capturing of a phallocentric piece of meat. Meat in this piece signifies a greater power construct and destruction of that meat signifying the destruction of that same power construct. Madison Young uses sexual signifiers to capture the viewers' attention and "meat." This capturing of one's "meat" leaves the viewer in an
unsettled and uncomfortable weakened state. While the subject, who is often viewed as "a piece of meat"
and objectified for the enjoyment of others turns the table objectifying the viewer and the power and privilege
of the viewer for her own enjoyment. (5 min.- 2004)

Soggy Penis Syndrome

Pornstar Pets

Rosy Boyer
Size might not matter, but hardness does in this exploration of soggy penises and the women they scar.
(5:30min -2004)

Margie Schnibbe
Adult Movie Stars reveal the most about themselves when they tell us about
their family pets. Pornstar Pets is a heartfelt documentary about San Fernando
Valley Porn Stars and the amazing array of animals they keep as family pets.
Margie Schnibbe's work captures the razor sharp edge where pop-culture meets
the dark side of societies sexual psychosis. (53 min.-2005)

Can You Hear Me?

Tina Butcher
(Note: please experience Can You Hear Me? with the volume all the way down or muted) Tina Butcher is a
feminist performance and noise artist who explores the processing, cycles and internal rhythms of women
and the placement of chaotic technological interventions by our society. (3 min.-2004)

Big Girls: Big Beautful Women in The Adult
Entertainment Industry

Sara McCool
Now a classic, don’t miss this antidote to contemporary beauty standards.
Profiling fat women in sex work and porn, Big Girls includes interviews with performers Scarlot Harlot, Candye Kane, Mendi Teats (publisher of BIG BUTT
Magazine), & Nye Willden (editor PLUMPERS &
BIG WOMEN magazine). Big Girls displays big
sexy women and questions the aesthetics in the
US that only thin is beautiful. Sara McCool is
founder of the International fat girl militia. (25
min.-2000)

The Naked Feminist: A Documentary Film

Producer/Director: Lisa Achille; Featuring Jane Hamilton (aka Veronica Hart),
Candida Royalle, Annie Sprinkle, Sharon Mitchell, Nina Hartley, Marilyn
Chambers & Ginger Lynn Allen.
This 58 minute documentary film seeks to strip away the ideological straitjacket surrounding the decades old 'porn v feminist' debate by demonstrating
that strong, inspirational women are found in all walks of life - including
pornography. A candid behind - the - scenes look at the making of one of
Christi Lake's "Fan Fuxxx" videos further explodes notions of control, pleasure and exploitation in this sexy,
funny, informative and provocative film. (58 Min-2004, Australia)

Dick Ho: Asian Male Porn Star

Director Jeffrey Lei; Producer Matthew Abaya
Featuring: Annie Sprinkle, Kay Parker, Juliet Anderson, Mika Tan, Sharon
Mitchell
This documentary explores Asian male porn legend, Dick Ho, during the
70's, 80's, the golden era of porn (who allegedly had biggest penis during
his reign) challenging the myth that there were no Asian male porn stars
in American adult cinema. (32 min.- 2004)

8 PM Saturday, May 7th, Stripped
Peep Box

Difficult Debbie
Short, experimental animation of art works shown with the’ Debby Doesn't Do It For Free,' Sex worker MultiMedia Arts Exhibition. The Peep Boxes show various women engaged in the mundane acts of a job of the
sex worker. It is about demystifying sex - Sex has become a commodity, a job. Barbie irons clothes just like
she would give a 100 hand jobs to men that she services. She suffers from RSI, she is likened to working at
the Sperm Bank. (3:42 min. -2004, Australia)

Would You Like Me To Stay?

Gina Gold
A sex worker favorite, Gina's video toured with the Sex Worker Art Show Tour and is a continuing favorite at
festivals around the world. The travails of a lap dancer comedy (12 min-1999)

Stripped

2PM Saturday, May 7th, Hookers in The Limelight
My Hustler Boyfriend

Director: Peter A. Pizzi
Producer: Magic Club Productions Cast: Ben McCoy; Editor- Eric White
My Hustler Boyfriend is a poetic tale of one couple's day-in-the-life. Daily they sell drugs, do sex work and
look fabulous. Ben McCoy stars as a sassy trannny. The short film is told in stills; the piece was originally
shot in 35 mm slides. (3:30 min- 2005)

Scarlot Harlot on Sex TV

Scarlot Harlot is an outspoken and outrageous sex worker, activist and artist. Since the late seventies,
Scarlot (a.k.a. Carol Leigh) has written, performed and produced work in a variety of genres on women's
issues and on her experiences in the sex industry. (8 min.-2004,
Canada)

Xaviera

Director/Producer: Robert Dunlap
Music supervised and composed by Avi Sills
Xaviera Hollander is one of the world’s best selling authors; the
Happy Hooker is in its 28th printing having sold over 15 million
copies. Interviews with Larry King, Geraldo Rivera and Bill
Pressman illuminate Xaviera’s rise and fall as a madam and her
deportation from the United States. With the use of rare footage
the film also explores the concentration camp where Xaviera and
her family were incarcerated. Recent interviews reveal a side of
Xaviera not known to the public (90 min.-2005)

4 PM Saturday, May 7th, Annie &
Friends
We're Talking Vulva

Producers/Directors--Shawna Demsey, Tracy Traeger, Lorri Millan; Finger in the Dyke Productions Staring
Shawna Demsey as the Vulva, a groovy guide to feminine hygiene wherein our heroine, Ms. V. Struts her
stuff about town in the funkiest anatomical tour ever. She raps! She dances! She's big! We're Talking Vulva
is a wear and care manual with kick--it's a rock video. (5 min.-1990)

Tit Printing with Annie Sprinkle
Produced by Playboy TV.
Annie's tits are the tools! (2 min.-1998)

Annie Sprinkle's Amazing World of
Orgasm

Sheila Malone and Annie Sprinkle; Featuring: Juliet
Carr, Barbara Carrellas, Cléo Dubois, Cleopatra,
Betty Dodson, Dominique, Fakir, Eleanor Hamilton,
Scarlot Harlot, Jwala, Karen, Joseph Kramer, Kutira,
Laraji.
When Annie Sprinkle has an orgasm with her lover
in the hot tub, she reflects upon the incredibly
diverse aspects of the orgasm experience. She then
introduces twenty-six "orgasm experts" who have,
over the years, taught her some key piece of knowledge about orgasm-and now she wants share that
knowledge with you. The interviews of the orgasm experts are inter-cut and layered with a lively collage of
archival film clips, sexual imagery, and special effects. The soundtrack includes original music and soundscape by Sheila Malone. You will learn about orgasms while in outer space, transsexual orgasms, faked
orgasms, the big draw, the politics of orgasm, and how to have bigger, better orgasms. (53 min.-2004)

6 PM Saturday, May 7th, Porn Genre-Fuck
Up De Bum

Jim Minton
"Updebum" documents vegetables, 402 stones in one case, knife sharpeners, dildos, an 18-inch umbrella
handle and other items. (3 min.- 2004)

Be A Rockstar in Bed

Tess Sweet
This exciting new exercise workout combines a vigorous workout with sex positive philosophy. Campy and
tongue-in-cheek The Bedroom Rock star Workout is it's own unique genre. (30 min.-2004)

Jill Morley
West Coast Theatrical Premiere
Filmmaker in Person!
10 years ago, I became a stripper. I had the kind of access
that is only available to those inside the trade. By profiling
four other dancers, I figured I could explore the inner workings of what stripping does to a woman psychologically
and physically. "...it proves to be a valuable addition to our
open sexual discourse as feminists." Bust Magazine (78
min.-2001)

10 PM Saturday, May 7th,
Smokers & Gangstresses
Protection

Penelope Saunders
Starring: Svati Shah, Surabhi Kukke; Additional Camera-Surabhi Kukke
Protection is a short film set in New York some 20 years from now. Smokers, persecuted in this city of the
future, are helped by sex workers who show them alleyways where they can avoid pervasive monitoring,
smoke and exchange sex for money away from the eye of the state. Sex workers also know one other very
important thing, but you have to watch to find out. Viva public space and
salaciousness. (9 min.- 2005)

Gangstresses Director in Person!

Director: Harry Davis; Producer: Cornelius Pitts & Percy Davis Starring: Lil
Kim, Mary J. Blige, Pam, Shaka Don, Russell Simmons, Champagne.Special
cameo appearance by Tupac Shakur.
Gennifer M. Hirano, who curated this program writes:"'Gangstresses' is a
teaching tool that I use when I teach urban high school youth to humanize
the b--ches and h-s that they usually only hear talked about in disrespectful
ways (If they aren't talking about them in these ways themselves). A
gangstress is a feminist with unspoken stories and words that a lot of young
women of color (and everyone else) needs to hear.
“I didn't even know I was making a film," says Harry Davis of his documentary, Gangstresses, a visceral, unflinching, and unsentimental look at women
on the edge. Davis attended Yale and became a nationally ranked runner before embarking on a career as a
lawyer; he decided to get out of the legal profession after his defense of several radical political figures
brought him into marked disfavor with the Justice Department. He brought his eye for the disempowered to
his documentary: (90 min.-1999

12 Midnight, Saturday, May 7th,
Other People's Mirrors and
Indie Porn Shorts
curated by Melissa Gira and Vanessa Forro

Other People's Mirrors

Written, Directed, and Edited by Kristie Alshaibi
An Artvamp Production
Starring Echo Transgression, Nick Zedd, Ceven, Vladimir
Zuravel A pseudo sci-fi trip of pornographic proportions,
Other People's Mirrors is situated somewhere between
narrative and home movie style documentation of live
street performance. OPM follows the journey of Echo
Transgression, a schizophrenic sex addict who believes that if she follows the instructions being transmitted
directly into her spine she will escape to her own version of nirvana. Underground legend Nick Zedd plays
the alien phantom of Narcissus, a secret agent who makes sure she stays on course.(69 min.-2002)

Don't You Like Yourself?

Director, Writer, Producer: Leanne G. Producer, Writer,
Actor: Boy D
A Ma'am and transboy use their desires to surpass their
memories and society's molds. They rebirth new identities
as family, activists and friends. (5.5 min-2005 Canada)

from FTM Erotics Tobaron Waxman
This is a live and urgent experience. The images I am
most compelled to make at this time are sexual and sometimes violent. (2001)

i love jesus Ann Hanavan
I love jesus is a powerful autoerotic self-portrait of the artist. (2 min- 2005)
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Sunday, May 1st

7-10 PM

$10- $20, sliding scale

After Hours: Sex Worker Art Exhibit Opening Party,
benefit for the St. James Infirmary

Aphrodite's Bazaar: Buy Sex Toys, Crafts, T-Shirts & more!
sponsored by the Center for Sex and Culture

Starring Kitten on The Keys, Stacey Swimme, Dee Dee
Russell, Ginger Virago and Sadie Lune; Mistress of
Ceremonies, Sister Kitty Catalyst. Special guests Annie
Sprinkle, Scarlot Harlot and The Debbys from Australia.
.Featuring work by Annie Sprinkle, Carol Queen, Kevin P.
Mosley, Katie Gilmartin, Mim Weisburd, Elizabeth Stephens,
Carol Queen, Nellie Wilson, Duran Ruiz and more.

Epicenter Gallery, 398 11th St.

$10 registration fee
No one turned away for lack of funds
Epicenter Gallery, 398 11th St.
Community Forum: Harm Reduction for Sex Workers

Monday, May 2nd

1-4 PM

Models for respectful, compassionate services for sex workers with local and international guests, sex workers
and other experts. Hear from St.James Infirmary the first medical clinic run by and for sex workers. Also hear
from sex workers themselves. Please call to register at 415-751-1659 or email swfest@bayswan.org

Monday, May 2nd

5pm

Sensory Immersion, Celebration of Vibration Kick off National Masturbation Month with a
Sensory Immersion-Celebration of Vibration in an interactive community art project by Sadie Lune. Bring your
friends, a towel, and your favorite vibrators and join us at the Islais Creek Bridge on Third Street by Evans. The
vibrations will be coming from our vibrators and the bridge, bringing us to a trembling union of harmonic bodies
as we saunter across with shivers of ecstasy! Dress comfortably or sexily, but understand that nudity is not
expected or desired for this art project.

Tuesday, May
3rd 1 PM

Fang Ping-Taiwan's
Legal Prostitutes @
the Epicenter

In Taiwan the labor movement
contributes to the sex worker
rights movement. Union
activist Fang Ping, is former
Taipei City Council candidate. She will present
clips from some of the actions of COSWAS and
speak about her experiences with this movement.

plus beat ho productions

THRUST May 3rd 8 PM

$5-$10 sliding scale 8PM
12 Galaxies, 2565 Mission St
MC: Raffle-atrix Annie
Danger!

Thrust will be a politically charged Cabaret featuring local
artists and agitators. From Duran Ruiz's "ghetto physics" to
Zee Boudreaux's multimedia BuTo dance piece, this evening
will thrust tied up sex, culture, and politics out of current suffocating restraints.

Wednesday, May 4th WHORE COLLEGE Epicenter Gallery 415-751-1659

$40 for Day, $30 for DYI Webcam-Scholarships Available, Register .sexworkerfest.com/whorecollege.html

11 AM Sex Worker Well-Being

• Safer Oral Sex: Headmistress Kimberly Cline
• Legal Issues: Moderator TBA
• Training in the Bay Area: Advanced Courses in
Sexuality and Erotic Touch-Institute for Advanced Study of
Human Sexuality, Joseph Kramer, Ph.D & Annie Sprinkle.
• Give Your Sex Business a Make Over
Annie Sprinkle, Ph.D.-Author of "Dr. Sprinkle's Spectacular
1 PM Self-Defense for Sex Workers Sex--Make Over Your Love Life" (Penguin)
7:30 PM DIY Webcam w/Melissa Gira
Instructor: Yalith Fonfa
2 PM Discussion and Panel: Beauty Melissa Gira has been webcasting with her cams since
2000, and can orient you to the creative and potentially
Standards and Sex Work
lucrative possibilities of the digital erotic. Whether you
Moderator: Sadie Lune-What can we teach each
other and society about these standards as we work want to broadcast your bedroom 24/7 to a lucky membertowards a healthier society & prosperous business? ship-based audience, or craft intricate and raunchy sexual
performances for the masses, this workshop will give
3:30 PM "The Business"
• Marketing Sex Work-Discussion of adver- you the practical tech and biz tools you crave.
tising venues, ad content, web advertising.
Instructor: Fabulous

• Sex Worker Stretch-Instructor: Sharon
• Six Herbs that Can Cure Anything with a focus
on genital health-Instructor: Kymberly Cutter
• Spiritual Tools-Instructor: Aphrodesia
• Bay Area Resources for Sex Workers
Instructor: Carol Leigh

Film Fest Participants! Join us for a special show Wednesday, May 2nd at 11 PM. at the
Lusty Lady, a Worker Owned Cooperative at 1033 Kearny St. Call their Hot Hotline 391-3991.

Thursday, May 5th
11-6 PM

Sex Workers Outreach Project presents

Human Rights, Prostitution & the
Role of Government
Prostitution in the USA
11-12pm

International Perspective, 1- 2pm

Politicians Weigh In
12- 1pm

State of the Union
2- 3pm

Janelle Fawkes, President of Australia's Scarlet
Alliance; Elena Jeffreys, Australian Performance
Artist SWOP AU; Dr. Rita Nakashima Brock,
Author and Visiting Scholar; Wang Fang Ping
COSWAS;Robyn Few, discussing New Zealand
Prostitutes Collective.

Kat Walker,SWOP Texas; Jeanette Maier, Canal
Street Madam New Orleans; Norma Jean
Almodovar (Cop To Call Girl) Los Angeles; Carol
Leigh, COYOTE/SWOP.
Senator John Burton; SF Supervisor Jake
McGoldrick; Alameda Supervisor Nate Miley.

Tim Paulson, SF Labor Council; Maria Abadesco
Head of Labor Studies Program; Maxine Doogan,
Erotic Service Providers Union; Wang Fang Ping,
Taiwan Electoral Candidate and Secretary
General of COSWAS; Rebecca Cooper, United
Steel Workers of America.

Prostitution and the Law 3-4pm

Jeff Adachi SF Public Defender; Marianne Barrett
Asst. D.A.; Lt. Michael Yoell, Oakland PD.

4:30- 6:30pm Take a champagne cable car
cruise through the Red Light District. Hear the history of prostitution in San Francisco.
Forum participants-Donations accepted; Guests-$25. Meet at City Hall on the Polk Street side.

Barbar y Coast Tour

Thursday, May 5th 7:30 PM $5-10

boa: new whore culture webzine launch
whore open mic! Femina Potens, 465 South Van Ness.

Featuring Kymberly Cutter & Asian Princess; Host: Melissa Gira with Lady
Monster,Kirk Read, Shauna Rogan, Mattilda Sycamore Bernstein.

Friday and Saturday, MAY 6th and 7th Movies at the Roxie

Sunday, May 8th 12 PM

$8.00

Brunch and a movie "The Jeanette Maier Story":
The True Story of the Canal Street Madam

Epicenter Gallery
398 11th St., #303 SF

Plus Aphrodite's
Bazaar

Grand Finale Booty-licious Burlesque
Sunday, May 8th 8PM $15-$25 SOMARTS 934 Brannan (at 8th)
Bring Money! Buy Stuff! Sex Toys, Sluts Unite T-Shirts!
M.C.: KITTY KASTRO
LIPSTICK CONSPIRACY
BIG BURLESQUE
HARLEM SHAKE
SHAWNA VIRAGO
TINA BUTCHER
THE DEBBYS
DAVID STERRY
TALLULAH BANKHEIST
BEAT-HO
SCARLOT HARLOT

photo:Leonard Nimoy

RAFFLE-ATRIX
ANNIE DANGER!

Special thanks to volunteers and donors: Erica Berman, Blake Nemec, Annie Danger, Bill Olsen, Madeline Lowe, Monroe Pasternak, Thomas R. Fox, Lady Monster, Eisanna Eiger, Carol Stuart, Carol Queen, Sara Angel,
Wayne McIntosh, Gwen, Tia Mercury, Augusta, Kevin@lovespace, David Florence, Joe Kramer, Sister Kitty Catalyst, Lipstick Conspiracy, Annie Chen, Julie Conquest, Jessica, Suzanne Mitchell, Megan Wheelehan, Maxine
Doogan, Rick Watts, Maggie Rubenstein, Melinda Adams, Marc Perkel, Bill Simpson, Rockie Mellon, Kate and Lish, Jeanne Brandt, Spectator Magazine, Amy Donovan, the Roxie, Michael Foley, Avaren Ipsen, Michael
Marannuci, Stacey Swimme, Kimberly Cline, Sadie Lune, Robyn Few, Annie Sprinkle, Meredith White, Kaye Griffin, Thomas Stevenson, Tara Donahue, Stepahnie Anderson, St. James Infirmary and TARC.
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